
The Armchair Pundits
Writers’ style guide

1)  Try and avoid the excessive use of the first person. The best articles are those that keep the use of first person 
narrative to a minimum.

2)  Always make sure the first time you mention someone you use their full name, or the club/team’s full name. For 
example, in the opening paragraph.

 - This is acceptable: “Wigan Athletic manager Roberto Martinez today took up the vacant manager’s job   
  at Liverpool.”
 - This is not acceptable: “Wigan boss Martinez joined the Reds.”
 - Once you’ve used the full name once, you can then refer to nicknames and shortened versions.

3)  If you are writing an article predominantly focused on one team, try not to use only one name for them. Don’t 
repeat “Norwich City” or “Norwich”, make sure to vary it to “Canaries”, “Yellows” and “City.” Try and vary the name of 
the club each time you mention them.

4)  Make your headlines as catchy and memorable as possible, but try and include keywords and don’t make them too 
vague. Even if you have a good pun, if it doesn’t make sense, nobody will click to read it.

Other than that, headline discretion is yours, the better it is, the more people will read it. Just try and include the 
keywords for SEO’s sake.

5)  Try and keep your articles under 1,200 words. Any more than this and people may lose interest, but a good feature 
piece will usually be around 600 words. If you are writing a news story, 400 words is about the right length.

6)  If you are suggesting photographs, try and pick ones that are likely to gain SEO hits, as this benefits the website as a 
whole.

For example, a photograph of John Utaka scoring for Montpellier was a common search under “Montpellier 
champions”, whereas a dated picture of Roy Keane won’t have the same SEO impact.

7)  Make sure you don’t publish your article without having it proofread and fully formatted by the editors first.

8)  If you are writing on a subject that has already been covered by another author on The Armchair Pundits, have a 
look over their piece first, and try not to repeat too much of the same ground.

If you can find an entirely different angle on an existing story, all the better.

9)  Only take quotes from another article, never copy bulk portions of text, as this could result in the website being 
sued.

If you do lift quotes from another article, make sure to attribute them to a) who said them and b) which website/
newspaper/news source they said them to.

10)  Don’t use excessive capitals: it is generally at your discretion, but many words do not need capitals, and headlines 
should never be unnecessarily capitalised.
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Managers/coaches’ names need capitals, so do teams, countries, competitions and players. Sports do not (“tennis” 
should never be capitalised if it isn’t mentioned in relation to a cup), nor should job titles “chief executive”, “manager”, 
“head coach”, “chairman.”

11)  If you are naming foreign or domestic leagues, make sure to include their full and correct names.

So it will be “Ligue 1” not “French Premership”, “Scottish Premier League” not “Premiership” (same for England), 
“UEFA European Championships” (at first mention, Euro 2012 and Poland/Ukraine are okay after this), “Wimbledon 
Championships” (Wimbledon is okay after this) etc.

12)  If you are using the following punctuation “...” make sure there is a gap between the word in front and the one 
after.

13) All numbers under 10 are in figures (one, three, nine etc), and all numbers over 10 are in digits (10, 65, 238, 
45,000 etc.)

14)  If you are using units of currency, perhaps to represent transfer deals, use “£14.5m signing Victor Moses” not “14.5 
million buy Moses.”

15)  If you can, try and put the relevant accents on players’ names in Microsoft Word before sending your articles over. 
For example: “Sergio Agüero” rather than “Sergio Aguero.”

16)  If you are writing an article that has a specific date on it, make sure to point out when a particular decision was 
made, or event occurred. For example: “Yesterday (25 May) Toby Flood tested positive for cocaine.”

17)  Avoid starting successive paragraphs with the same word. Try and vary the word paragraphs are started on, as it 
makes the article look better and more attractive to read.

18)  Keep to shorter sentences if possible, mainly on news pieces, as they are easier to read and large paragraphs can 
sometimes be off-putting.

19)  If you are mentioning an organisation, such as the LTA, make sure you refer to it by its full name first: “Lawn Tennis 
Association”, then LTA from this point onwards. Same for Queens Park Rangers (QPR).

20)  If you have a particularly long article, consider breaking it up with short “sub-titles” reflecting the flow of the story. 
This will make it easier to read.

21)  Share your articles. Twitter and Facebook, the latter in particular, are great sources of article views, so make sure to 
post your stories on your own walls/pages/accounts for the maximum impact.

22)  Avoid using the following punctuation: Raikkonen turned into the corner - ahead of Ferrari rival Fernando Alonso - 
emerging behind the twice World Champion.

Instead, use commas, semi-colons and colons: “Raikkonen turned into the corner, ahead of Ferrari rival Fernando 
Alonso, emerging behind the twice World Champion.”

23) We would prefer swearing to be generally avoided in prose, especially if gratuitous, but occasionally it can be 
allowed in a direct quote. We may decide to edit out excessive swearing in quotes.


